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MAIRE TECNIMONT TOWERS INAUGURATED TODAY


The two “Torri” (towers) ultimately will accomodate more than
2,000 employees and have been built to the most advanced
energy-saving standards



The “Palazzi Alti” real estate complex will be one of Italy’s most
important centres and the City of Milan’s largest in the engineering
and contracting sector

Milan, 21 April 2011 – Cutting of the ribbon at Maire Tecnimont Group’s
new North Italian headquarters. The official inauguration of the two Maire
Tecnimont Towers at the new Palazzo Alti real estate complex in the
Garibaldi district of Milan took place this afternoon. The ceremony was
attended by the Mayor of Milan, Letizia Moratti, the Councillor of the
Regione Lombardia for Infrastructure and Mobility, Raffaele Cattaneo,
and the Chairman and CEO of Maire Tecnimont SpA, Fabrizio Di Amato.
The complex, central to the transportation networks of Northern Italy,
rises in a prestigious area of Milan city earmarked for the development of
the services sector.
The two Towers, designed to the most advanced standards of quality,
sustainability and work environment comfort, span a total surface area of
approximately 69,000 sqm and comprise, in addition to the offices, an
auditorium, car parks, and spaces for communal and multifunctional use
(cafeteria, library, prayer areas).
An authentic example of “sustainable” architecture that places the
“Palazzi Alti” complex in energy class B, thus enabling the Group to
reduce energy consumption costs by almost 55%, also thanks to the
photovoltaic panels with an annual output of 30,000KWh, while local CO2
emissions will be reduced to zero.
The real estate complex will be one of Italy’s most important centres and
the largest in the City of Milan in the engineering and contracting sector.
The new HQ currently houses 662 people and ultimately will become the
workplace of more than 2000 employees (end-2012) of different
nationalities, a true example of multicultural integration.
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Maire Tecnimont SpA
Maire Tecnimont S.p.A. is the parent company of an Engineering, Main
Contracting and Licensing Group that operates in three core markets: Oil,
Gas & Petrochemicals; Energy; Infrastructure & Civil Engineering. Listed on
the Milan Stock Exchange, the Group is present in more than 30 countries,
controls more than 50 operating companies and has a workforce of
approximately 5,100 people, of which around half are employed abroad. At
31 December 2010, the Group reported revenue of €2,536 million and
earnings of €62 million, net of minority interests. www.mairetecnimont.it.
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